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28. Mage zone with stone hang out with scattered stone seating and crazy pave surfacing
29. Magical musical device for dancing and celebration

32. Ancient training dummies and practice totems adjacent to jousting area

30. Giant mouse wheel with wetpour rubber access and organic softfall
surrounds

31. Jousting flying foxes that run in opposite directions with one pommel and one accessible harness with wetpour
access and organic softfall surrounds

33. Large sandpit with accessible sand trays and water manipulation

34. Large timber trebuchet basket swing with wetpour access surrounded by organic
softfall

35. Timber fairy carousel

36. Accessible in ground trampolines of various shapes and sizes with wetpour access

40. Build your own indigenous shelter frame with storage bay for tree branches collected during
maintenance with wetpour rubber entry to allow access (and passing) to participate in building
activities

37. Small spinning bowl with wetpour rubber
access

41. Steppingstone pathway that leads deeper into casuarina forest and art making area including weaving frames (41a.),
alignment art (41b.) and mirror logs (41c.)

38. Large resonant (but not too loud) village bell with large timber
frame and easy access for all

42. Ancient, indigenous yarning circle where people gather to socialise

43. Assorted timber carvings of sittable indigenous animals including echidna, wombat, mushrooms, etc.

44. Ground level circular timber deck and passing area
with steppingstones that lead deeper into the forest

s. Formal seating including bench seats with backs and arms, and low pallet style deck seating
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39. Low timber boardwalk (1.2m wide to minimize disturbance to existing trees)
through plant tunnel (39a.) with dangling, tangling bits (39b.) giving access to existing
Casuarina forest with intermitant wider passing areas
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